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Polley mixes this actual 
footage with reconstructions 
that she shot on Super 8 
using actors. This fools the 
audience as it is difficult to 
distinguish the ‘real’ from 
the ‘fake’. These complex 
reconstructions serve to give 
yet another version of reality.

Polley on combining real 
and fake footage: ‘I had 
been wondering, in my own 
like, what was real and what 
wasn’t. I wanted people to 
have the same question in 
their minds.’

Polley combines digital 
and Super 8 to tell her 
story in an interesting and 
compelling manner.

About 40% of the film is 
archival material from her 
family’s Super 8 home 
footage.

Super 8 was first available 
in 1965. Intended for 
amateurs, it was widely 
used for filming home 
movies. It now has a 
nostalgic, ‘homely’ quality.

The digital manipulation 
of the images in post-
production ages some of 
the footage artificially. It 
becomes hard to tell the 
difference between real 
and manipulated footage.

It could be argued that 
these techniques greatly 
enhance the narrative, but 
there are ethical issues of 
bias and partiality to be 
considered.

The digital technologies debate
• Digital technologies have made the filmmaking process more democratic; in other words, it has become much cheaper and easier to make a film. We are now all 

potential filmmakers and can produce some amazing footage using just our mobile phones, if we are so inclined.
• The amateur quality of our ‘little cameras’ goes hand in hand with the idea of capturing reality, which is a major concern of the documentary filmmaker. Equally, their 

diminutive size allows for easier access to remote or difficult-to-film locations.
• The repertoire of archival footage available to a documentary filmmaker has grown exponentially since the beginning of the digital era. 
• Non-linear digital editing has also opened up a world of possibility to the filmmaker, further democratising the documentary format.
• Some filmmakers still choose to shoot on film, preferring the texture and aesthetic of film to digital.
• In documentary film, archival material shot on film may be enhanced or restored digitally, e.g. by removing grain and scratches and even colourising black-and-white 

footage.

Polley: ‘We used about 20 
Super-8 cameras because we 
kept breaking them. We rolled 
through so much footage. 
They’re not built to handle 
that much shooting in a day. 
Usually, you have camera A 
and B. At one point, we were 
up to camera Z2. We also 
shot on the Sony F900 for the 
interviews.’

The Sony F900 is a 
professional digital camera. 
It is in Sony’s range of 
CineAlta cameras that 
replicate 35mm film.

Key sequence: Sarah meets 
Harry and discovers he is 
her biological father. 

Note the contrast 
between sharper, in-
focus digital footage 
of Sarah interviewing 
Harry in present day and 
grainy, blurry Super 8 
reconstructions. 

This enables us to question 
the reliability of memory. 

Super 8 reconstructions 
create a hazy, nostalgic, 
home-movie aesthetic. 


